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There has been an effort to develop the TPC modules further with an emphasis on the 
following-

Ease of assemble-
Simplicity of wiring – reasonable access to connections

Modularity of components

Hermeticity
Simplicity of sealing methods

Many concepts have been proposed 
The following slides introduce concepts which permit removal of a sealed module

The current design is a modular, “naked TPC” with a removable “bucket”  



Blackboard from yesterday
(several modifications as designs evolve)



Naked TPC hangs under insulating “pillow”

Fiberglass “bucket” is 
hermetic
(check valves on bottom)

Fiberglass bucket bonds 
to pillow with shearable
bond for removal

Many updates already 
implemented bus still 
must be tuned-



Fiberglass stiffener with 
8 detector modules 
attached (detector half)

Half detectors plug into 
field cage with cahode



Seal area (which 
can be cut with thin 
blade)



Detector modules to be 
mounted on backplate-



Some recent modifications 
(still being tuned)







Fold up Field cage with fiberglass 
stiffeners shown here-

(clips hold this together which are 
not yet shown) 

Design permits contraction in 
corners-

Three metal strips on Field cage
(only one shown here)

A variety of clips are available which may 
be used to hold the perimeter of the 
field cage to the anode stiffening plate

Recently G-10 corner blocks seem 
desirable and can serve a dual purpose 
(and match CTE with stiffeners)
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We started testing some resistive field cage concepts

Torture testing included dunking in LN and bending

One sample started to have copper lift off but we think 
this sample was not pushed down hard enough-
subsequent samples were rubbed harder and did better

See Ran’s Talk-



Field cage lamination-
Resistive polyimide film needs to be bonded to G-10 sheets as well as three conductive stripes for the field 
cage

Conventional techniques can be used which include acrylic film adhesive bonding to the stiffening plates. 
The conductive stripes could be on a polyimide coverlayer which is also laminated in, or applied as a 
conductive tape product.

The conventional rigid / flex technique mentioned presumes we have a vendor with a very large heated 
press. This is not unheard of, but is also not common. If we do not find a reasonable vendor with large 
machines, we can bond the stiffeners in house.

First test bond shown. Cryogenic epoxy and G-10-
Several ways to do it – stiffener on bottom  -stiffener on top – vac bag-

Resistive polyimide film being bonded to G-10 stiffeners for testing
Copper tape with conductive adhesive will be applied and cryo-tested

Flex circuits bonded to stiffener 
with acrylic film adhesive used at 
165K for 5 years (VXD3 detector)

Others have verified that this 
adhesive works below 4K for 
their flex with Cirlex stiffeners
(press size may be an issue)
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Fiberglass box with hatches (prior concept)

Shove cathode in center to 
expand cage

Fold up to fit through hatch

Leave space between stiffeners for corner radii
(for thermal contraction)

Resistive polyimide bonded to G-10 stiffeners
Inside

Outside

Resistive polyimide on inside

May be laminated to a layer of insulating Kapton
with 3 conductive stripes (anode / cathode / anode)

helps assure voltage uniformity

G-10 stiffeners on outside to maintain shape

Cathode can pop into place
G-10 is pushed against the inside of the box either by cathode 
or locking clips near anodes 

Fold pattern can be tuned tuned to insert from top or side

Leave radius in corners for contraction

Rigid / Flex field cage concept-



HV input-

I have been working with Peter Rowson for many years developing high voltage connections in 
liquid xenon. This cable (polymer core cable from Dielectric Sciences, Inc.) was originally found 
by Ralph DeVoe at Stanford. Our first few systems had an insulator exposed in the gas. Several 
types of breakdown were observed. Now we keep the end of the resistive layer under liquid. 
The resistive layer was rolled back onto itself to make the “sock roll” to reduce the electric field 
in the liquid. The polyethylene bands were added a few years ago to reduce breakdown along a 
surface (and seemed to help quite a bit). Two of these bands are used to reduce the possibility 
of aligned defects. We made many of these, I think this one was used above 100kV. I would 
think it would be fairly similar in liquid argon, but testing would be good. If this was going to be 
used at only 50kV and length was an issue, we could probably push the bands a bit closer and 
reduce the length about 8mm. The squares in the background are ¼” squares. (this insulator is 
11.28mm dia) We usually slide this into a Teflon tube (loose / vented to gas) to guide it to the 
correct location. It should be noted that the polymer cable will shrink upward, so a flexible 
socket is needed (soft spring or banana plug) (I have seen these move quite a bit- 7mm or more 
in LXe) 

We should test one of these in liquid argon soon- (for breakdown etc…)



Teflon guide tube (to prevent buckling)

G-10 socket (holds top resistor plates together and guides guide tube)

Metal socket with soft spring in bottom

In this version, the liquid would be about 70mm above the field 
cage- we may be able to shrink that by 10 to 15mm -

Liquid height here or above



Sebastien / Jacopo / Peter Rowson / Knut

Polyethylene rings limit 
surface breakdown

Toriod “sock roll” to 
terminate shield

Conductive “Pill” 
termination (may use 
banana plug on end for us)
Sprung connection to 

resistive core inside 

Polyethylene insulator
Top of field cage 
here or below

Liquid height here or 
above



Compress to seal

Resistive polymer core

Air to argon HV 
feedthrough-
(EXO-200 type with
resistive core)

O-rings to seal
(can pump between them
If needed)

Resistive polymer cover

Braid covers this
Air

Ar gas





Some samples of resistive core cables which have been stripped and crimped-

A spring is attached to the shoulder on 
the crimp.

This gives a low resistance connection 
with a sprung end.



HV cable connection to power supply
(can connect to splitter also)





Backup Slides



Egg Crate concept with naked modules-

The current design requires silicone RTV to seal the top flange. This is a tricky operation and an 
effort was made by SLAC and LBNL on 12/19/2019 to eliminate this issue. It is best to seal 
between only two parts. If the seal can be room temperature, a polymer o-ring should be ok. A 
face seal is best, but a radial seal could be fine. If we want to pull one TPC out at a time, we 
need a perimeter to seal against.

If we wrap a rectangular mandrel with fiberglass, we can create a fairly hermetic “shower stall” 
or “bucket”. If we laminate a stepped, rectangular ring made from stainless on one end of the 
bucket, we can weld this “rimmed bucket” below a main flange. This creates a sealed system 
into which naked TPC modules can be lowered (check valves still on bottom to help avoid 
pressure differential). To keep these bare modules clean at extraction, a local curtain with an 
overhead HEPA filter can blow clean air over the module.  







Shown are interlocking hatches-
Each module can be individually removed
All seals are radial in warm areas
Shown with 3/16” dia o-ring seal
Shown with 7 screws per side (which stiffen matrix)
Wells are hermetic and welded below the flange
Check valves below still



Stainless rim with fiberglass 
“bucket” laminated beneath

The egg crate-
Four stainless rimmed buckets welded 
beneath the quad flange

Detectors drop into wells and seal near 
top-

TPC modules are dropped into the wells with a sealed, warm, top perimeter

Egg Crate with “rimmed buckets”

This lip May become cheaper 
with sheet fabrication

Weld

We can seal to
the top for a face 
seal or the
side for a radial seal 

Weld


